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GENETIC ENGINEERING - A LAWYER'S PERSPECTIVE
I

Hon. Mr. Justibe M.D. Kirby
The Han.
Chairman of the Australian Law Reform Commission

THREE CONCERNS
,

'

It is clear that genetic engineeri,ng
engineeri.ng is an important new technology which ~ilI
~ill

the iml:)lications
im!:)lications can already be
have implications for the Australian lega1.system.
legal. sYstem. Indeed, the
Australinn Federal legislntion such ns the Crimes
seen in Australian

(niolo~icnl
(niolo~icnl

!l76
Wenpons) Act 1
I!l76

and the Health Acts Amendment Act 1981, which made: amendments to the Therapeutic

first-1'l:amed Act.is addressed to prohibiting, in the circumstances
Goods Act 1963. The first-I1:amed
outlined, the development, production, st9ckpiling, acquisition or retention of 'microbial

ag~n.t~" The more recent legislation is designed,
designed. to permit controls,
or other biological ag~n.t~"
particularly over imports, by imposed standards promulgated under s.ll
s.11 and 13 of the Act.

or legislation dealing with genetic engin:eering
The era of
engin,eering in Australia has already arrived.

.

.
'

a·

Very great profits can be expeCted as a'result
result of the'
the· indtistr'ial
indtlstr·ial application of

technology, These profits will.
will, merely reflect the 'great utility to
genetic engineering technology.
society' which has already been established by scientific manipulation of the 'most basic
for~s of life'.
life', Essentially, the new technology raised three issues of interest to me that
for~s
will require early attention:
1.

Identification of the point at which the potential of catastrophic damage

(however small the risk) warrants the community's taking prev~ntive'
prev~ntive· action of a
mandatory and not silT,lply a VOluntary
voluntary kind.
2.

Early consideration of the wars in which national regulation could be secured,
because of the lack of clear constitutional power for Federal regulation of all
aspects of genetic engineering.

C:<,

3.

,
1

Recognition of the need to include's
include 'n full spectrum of relevant voices' in
'watchdog' committees established to monitor genetic engineering research and

develol?ment in Australia.
development

~~~~~--~-~~~~~'-----~~~~~--~-~~~~~.------

-2Sci far as the first point :is--concerned,
:is-.concerned, there ~s a disturbing -comment

in a recent

essay by ·Professor
'Professor Max Charlesworth of Deakin University in Victoria titled 'Biology and
~thicS'.
~thicSI. He cites a paper by J. Hopson in which it was claimed:

Half the researchers follow the guidelines [voluntarily imposed by the NIH in
the United States] fastidiously: others seem to care 1ittle
little ••. Among the young
graduate students and 'post-doctorates it:(seems}
it'(seems} almost chic not to' know the
NIH rules.

So far as the second point is concerned, Australia cannot boast, of a large
catalogue of uniform laws achieved by negotiation "am,cng
-am,cng the States. Such uniformity as
we have achieved tends to have been secured by the operation of Feder?l legislation.
Unfortunately, in the area with which we are dealing, there is no clear Federal
consqtutional power for national regulation of get:letic engineering on a comprehensive

sp~tre of the development of differing regulations in different parts
of the country to deal with a problem that is not merely national butinternation"al
but internation"al in
,dimension.
basis. We face

the

So far ,as the third' pofnt
pofnt is concer'ned, there is another unhappy comment in

Professor "Charlesworth's essay 'Biology and Ethics!:
Ethicst :
.

./

However, since the UNESCO conference in 1975 I think it is' true to say that
almost nothing has been done at the practical level to make the team approach
(involving both moralist, jurist and biological scientist) recommended by the
Varna meeting,

an

effective reality. There has been som.e attempt at the

academic level in the US to
to set up so-called 'Science, Technology and Society'
courses at MIT and other institutions, and there has been some interest
elsewhere In the new discipline of bioethics (see, for example, the Bibliographv
Hibliograplw
of Bioethics, 1975- ; and the Bibliography of Social Ethics and Life Sciences,

1076- ). But, by and large, the opinion leaders in the biological sciences do not
see any real need to invoive moralists and jurists in assessing the social import
of their work. Indeed, in my view there has been a notable retreat 'from the
concern expressed iD

th~

mid 1970s
19708 by scientists and others about the social

implications of the new discoveries in biology.

-3DA1,JER
DA1.JER INSTANCES
The extent"
extent to which industrial application of genetic engineering techniques
0

pose dangers t~ Australian society is the subj~ct
sUbj~ct ofodispute
of. 'dispute and controversy. A number of
which inf.licate
im:licate that close atte-ntion
atteOntion would be needed for
instances have arisen overseas Which"
0

scientific development~
development~ of this kind. Although some ~f the instances (previously cited by
res~lve the controvefs
controversy,
me) are said to be controversial, I cannot res~lve
y, for I am not a scientist.

Though some of them do not relate specifically to genetic engineering as such, they are
the type of problem to
sufficiently closely associated in kind to provide an illustration of .the
Which
rave to address it~ attention and provide remedies and solu tions when
which the law may
may!"Jave
things go wrong, as well as.
guidance for the legitimate operator a"rid
a°rid punishment of the
as _guidance
illegitimate enthusiast, "unrestrained
ounrestrained by voluntary codes:
o
a disease
res~arch
res~arch institute
imported a virus from
from" Africa. The
In England in 1966
_
_','c
.,.
._.

virus escaped, causing [qot
f~ot and
a~d °mout~
"m~ut~ diseasedisease' in a~ district. In a legal decision, it
was held that some businesses who lostoprofit~
lost"profit~ as ares~ltwere
ares~ltwere not legally entitled
to recover.

In 1973 there was an accidental rel,ease of a smallpox virus from a laboratory in
London. It resulted in two deaths before the outbreak was contained and a full
report was made to the English Parliament.
More recently, a researcher at the Government Research Laboratory at Porton
Down in the United Kingdom had been infected with a viral haemorrhagic fever
when protective gloves were accidentally penetrated by the virus.
In New Zealand an experiment to improvj3
improvJ3 the nitrogen-fixing capacity of a fungus
com monly found on the roots of pine trees involved genetically engineered strains
"of
oof the fungus being introduced to pine seedlings at a research station. Within a few
weeks all the seedlings had died. The risk of spread of such a fungus required
attention.
In 1981 in the United States Dr. Martin Cline injected bone marrow containing
genetically engineered DNA into two patients without first 'getting permission
guOidelines'. Although the doctor had been reprimanded, some
under 'voluntary gu-idelines'.
lenient'.
commentators had criticised this as being 'too lenient',

--_~O~_"

_

-4VOLUNTARY REGULATION
One 'of the issues posed for society by the scientific harnessing of genetic
manipUlation
manipulation is the point at which compulsory legal regUlation
regulation becomes appropria te : the
point at which the potential of catastrophic damage (however small the risk) warrants the
community's taking preventive action of a mandatory and not simply a voluntary kind:
Licensing, an inspectorate and the par.aphernalia of state supervision of scientific
research and activity have many disadvantages. They are expensive to establish and
maintain. They tend to be slow and cautious in decision-making. Often they are
ineffective. Moreover, where new industrial techniques are concerned, there is a need to
other' hand, the adoption of.
ensure complete confidentiality to business secrets. On the other'hand,

voluntary guidelines and the establishment of monitoring bodies in Australia and overseas
does appear to acknowledge that there are risks of a certain order. The profit motive and
market 'forces,
Jorces, however. socially' useful in normal circumstances, may need to be
reinforced as the risk to society increases. Though instances of accidents and. mistakes in
the course of genetic engineering so far are relatively few, they are sufficiently worrying
in .kind, if not in number, to indicate that there is a potential social problem of great
importance .. The self-same profit motive may, without mandatory
complexity and importance..

requirements enforced by the law, sometimes tempt smaller operators in particular (or
the enthusiastic researchers of this world) to 'go it alone' for fear of disclosure of their
dull hand of bureaucracy insisting on a pause to
secrets to competitors or the irritating dUll

reflect.
NEED FOR A
A COMMUNITY VOICE

J welcome the announcement by the Minister of the appointment of a
distinguished committee of scientists and businessmen to monitor genetic engineering
developments in Australia. However, a gre.ater community voice may be necessary in
the government is to reeeive a full range of community opinion
committees of this kind, if tile

and if the community is to be reassured that its legitimate interests and fears (however
irrational they may Seem to some scientists) are given due and careful consideration. A
the
committee without a full spectrum of relevant voices may deprive the Minister and tile
topics such' as this. Just as
government of the range of community opinion necessary on topics

war is too important to be left to the generals and law and law reform too vital to be left
with the lawyers alone so, I believe, the future problems of genetic engineering are too
bUSinessmen alone, however dedicated
intricate and sensitive to be left to scientists and businessmen

and intelligent. It would be my hope that in due course the membership of the committee
may be expanded to include those who can .represent a completely disinterested
community viewpoint. Such a committee could alert the scientists to problems which they
do not perhaps perceive or, though they perceive them, may sometimes be inclined to
dismiss
too
lightly.

---_....__ .
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Certainly lawyers should be associated with the com mittee, especially if it tu rns to
hUman species. Research on genetic manipulation
genetic engineering involving the human
involving higher life forms, including the cloning of mammals and the correction of
genet~c
genet~c defects in mammals (including humans) raise

very serious moral and legal

to· the com rn ittee
dilemmas. It is my opinion that it would be positively dangerous both to'
and to the lawmaking process in general for such issues to be turned over to bodies
predominantly made up of scientists and businessmen. Nothing less than a thorough and
,

'

disinterested presentation of these issues to the community and to its political
representatives will be satisfactory if we are to .preserve
,preserve the rule of law in the face of
even such dramatic and potentially beneficial developments as genetic engineering and
., recombinant-DNA technology.
Law. Reform Commission,
Commission, in all of its tasks,
taSks, seeks to open up
The Law,

11

dialogue

between the relevant experts, the la.wmakers
lawmakers and the whole community. If I can say so,
iri. ·dealing
"dealing with the community's legitimate
this is the model that should be considered in
interest in the development of a genetic engineering industry in Australia.
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